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EAC PV Tools is an Excel Add-in (EAC_PV.XLA) with a large collection of functions for actuarial present value of 
various types of annuities, plus many other mortality functions including: 

1. present value of single and joint life annuities 

2. present value of certain-only annuity and cash refund annuity 

3. life insurance 

4. life expectancy and expected age at death 

5. 𝑞𝑥, 𝑝𝑥, 𝑙𝑥 mortality table functions 

6. 
𝑙𝑦

𝑙𝑥
= 𝑦−𝑥𝑝𝑥 = probability of survival from age x to age y 

A large library of mortality tables is available including Group Annuity Mortality (1951, 1971, 1983, 1994), 

Individual Annuity Mortality (1971, 1983), Annuity 2000, US Life 2000, RRB Disabled (1956, 1965, 1980), 1984 

Unisex Pension, 1994 Uninsured Pensioner, IRS & PBGC tables, RP-2000, RP-2014, a few other tables, and the 

“Applicable Mortality Tables” under 417(e)(3) for lump sum distributions: 

Mortality Table Projection 

Projection scales A, B, B Mod, C, D, E, H, AA, BB, BB 2-dimensional, and MP-2014. Click for more information on 

static projection or generational projection. 

Generational Mortality Table Projection 

 The RP-2014 mortality table can be projected with full generational 2-dimensional (by calendar year and 

age) mortality improvement using Scale MP-2014. 

 

 The RP-2000 and UP94 mortality tables can be projected with full generational mortality improvement 

using Scale AA, Scale BB, and Scale BB-2D. 

 

 The 1994 Group Annuity Reserving Table uses generational mortality improvement using Scale AA by 

definition, so it is automatically generational. 

The add-in also includes several worksheet "macros" that can be used to paste a function into a sheet, or to paste 

an age-based table into a sheet, or to insert an entire sheet into a workbook. 
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RP-2014 Tables 

The RP-2014 mortality tables and the MP-2014 mortality improvement scale that was announced the Society of 

Actuaries on February 4, 2004 are available. Note that the Society of Actuaries Report issued November 2014 

does not provide combined tables: “This RP-2014 report does not include mortality tables analogous to the 

“Combined Healthy” tables in the RP-2000 report. Actuaries who wish to develop Combined Healthy tables are 

encouraged to blend appropriately selected RP-2014 Employee and Healthy Retiree tables, taking plan-specific 

demographic information in to account.” The tool provides three ways to use a combined table: 

1. The user may create a combined table on a worksheet, name the range of q’s, and use the name in the 

present value functions. A sample worksheet is provided showing how to do this, using Employee and 

Annuitant tables plus user-provided retirement rate assumptions. 

2. The user may create a combined table that is saved in a text file. A worksheet tool to do this is and a 

sample text file are available here. 

3. If there is just one retirement age, it is simple to produce a combined table using Employee rates until 

retirement and Retiree rates thereafter: to produce a “combined” table for retirement at age 62, for 

example, append “-C62” to the table name. For example: 

 “RP2014-C62-M” instead of “RP2014-M” (“total dataset”), 

 “RP2014-BC-C62-M” instead of “RP2014-BC-M” (“blue collar”). 

The following table was produced by the add-in to reproduce Table 12.2 and Table 12.3 on page 47 of the RP-
2014 Mortality Tables Report (pdf file) - November 2014. 
 

 
  

Base Rates UP-94 RP-2000 RP-2000 RP-2000 RP-2014

Proj Scale AA AA BB MP-2014 MP-2014

Age

up94gm

@2014/aa

rp2000g-cm

@2014/aa

rp2000g-cm 

@2014/bb

rp2000g-cm 

@2014/mp2014

rp2014g-c62-m 

@2014/mp2014

25 1.3944 1.4029 1.4135 1.4324 1.4379

35 2.4577 2.4688 2.4881 2.5259 2.5363

45 4.3316 4.3569 4.3963 4.4662 4.4770

55 7.6981 7.7400 7.8408 7.9735 7.9755

65 11.0033 10.9891 11.2209 11.5053 11.4735

75 8.0551 7.8708 8.2088 8.5842 8.6994

85 4.9888 4.6687 5.0048 5.2978 5.4797

Age

up94gf

@2014/aa

rp2000g-cf

@2014/aa

rp2000g-cf 

@2014/bb

rp2000g-cf 

@2014/mp2014

rp2014g-c62-f 

@2014/mp2014

25 1.4336 1.4060 1.4816 1.5097 1.5195

35 2.5465 2.4931 2.6145 2.6666 2.6853

45 4.5337 4.4340 4.6264 4.7198 4.7497

55 8.1245 7.9541 8.2532 8.4373 8.4544

65 11.7294 11.4644 11.8344 12.1437 12.0932

75 8.9849 8.6971 9.0650 9.4045 9.3995

85 5.7375 5.5923 5.9525 6.2910 6.1785

Monthly Deferred-to-62 Annuity Due Values

Females

Males

Generational @ 2014

https://www.soa.org/Files/Research/Exp-Study/research-2014-rp-report.pdf
http://endresactuarial.com/rp-2014-combined-mortality-table.html
https://www.soa.org/Files/Research/Exp-Study/research-2014-rp-report.pdf
https://www.soa.org/Files/Research/Exp-Study/research-2014-rp-report.pdf
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The table below was created by the add-in, reproducing the table published by the Society of Actuaries in 
Questions and Answers Regarding Mortality Improvement Scale BB (April 8, 2013). 
 
 

Annuity factors, 5.0% Interest 
RP-2000 Combined Healthy, Projected Generationally 

Page 19 

 

 

  

rp2000g-cm 

@2013

rp2000g-cf 

@2013

rp2000g-cm 

@2013/bb

rp2000g-cf 

@2013/bb

rp2000g-cm 

@2013/bb2d

rp2000g-cf 

@2013/bb2d

Deferred Factors (age 62)

Age Male Female Male Female Male Female

25 2.187 2.199 2.217 2.334 2.211 2.349

35 3.494 3.543 3.541 3.738 3.538 3.763

45 5.599 5.725 5.676 6.004 5.680 6.044

55 9.031 9.333 9.182 9.721 9.225 9.804

Immediate Factors

Age Male Female Male Female Male Female

50 16.088 16.299 16.161 16.623 16.182 16.682

55 14.905 15.215 15.042 15.605 15.089 15.691

60 13.496 13.938 13.711 14.368 13.794 14.481

65 11.898 12.495 12.181 12.935 12.306 13.074

70 10.166 10.927 10.486 11.354 10.642 11.491

75 8.308 9.257 8.679 9.666 8.833 9.784

80 6.463 7.525 6.865 7.920 6.996 8.017

85 4.822 5.824 5.161 6.195 5.270 6.267

90 3.500 4.412 3.713 4.671 3.829 4.764

Scale AA Scale BB Scale BB2D

Scale AA Scale BB Scale BB2D

http://www.soa.org/research/experience-study/pension/research-mortality-improve-bb.aspx
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Interest Rates 

The interest rate can be entered in various ways: 

1. A single rate like “5.25%” or “5.25” or “.0525”. An interest rate value that is larger than .25 (or 25%) 
will automatically be divided by 100. 

2. Three segment rates like “.0097/.035/.046” or “.97/3.5/4.6” or “.97%/3.5%/4.6%” (rate1 for first 5 years, 
rate2 for next 15 years, rate3 for thereafter). 

3. A “range” of rate values (or a named range) containing a full yield curve of spot rates. 

4. A yield curve* for a given month/year published by Citigroup e.g. “citi 3/2014”. In order to do this you need 
to download the yield curve file Citigroup Pension Discount Curve from the Society of Actuaries web site 
and save it in the same folder where the add-in is saved. 

5. A yield curve* for a given month/year published by the IRS e.g. “irs 4/2014”. In order to do this you need 
to download the yield curve file Recent Yield Curve Spot Rates from the IRS web site and save it in the 
same folder where the add-in is saved. 
 
Example: 

 

* When using a published yield curve, spot rates are provided for half years and whole years. The function uses 
the half year rates, and the whole year rates are ignored. That is: 

 the interest rate for year 1 is the published rate for .5 years; 

 the interest rate for year 2 is the published rate for 1.5 years; 

 the interest rate for year 3 is the published rates for 2.5 years; 

Rounding 

In general, all values are rounded to 6 decimal places, including all values of qx. Intermediate values are also 

rounded to 6 places: for example, where a joint annuity is ax + 50% × (ay – axy), the values of  ax, ay, and axy are 

first rounded to 6 places, and the final result is also rounded to 6 places. If you want results rounded to, say, 4 

places, you will use Excel’s “Round” function. 

current age 55.0000

commencement age 65.0000

interest rate irs 2/2013

mortality table gam83m

years certain 10

mortality table age setback

frequency of payments

COLA

monthly mortality option (UDD) 1

PVSL = 6.876391

Function PVSL (äx)

Present value of single life annuity

http://www.soa.org/professional-interests/pension/resources/pen-resources-pension.aspx
http://www.irs.gov/Retirement-Plans/Monthly-Yield-Curve-Tables
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ANNUITY PRESENT VALUE FUNCTIONS AND MORTALITY TABLE FUNCTIONS 

 
1) General present value function for single life annuities 

 

PVSL(current age, commencement age, interest rate, mortality table, [years certain], [mortality table 

age setback], [frequency of payments], [COLA], [UDD]) 

current age current age 

commencement age age at benefit commencement 

interest rate 
a rate, or 3 segment rates like “1.19/4.53/5.66”, or a 
yield curve; values larger than .25 will be divided by 100 

mortality table see list of available tables 

years certain (optional) default=0; must be whole number 

mortality table age setback 
(optional) a negative number is a “set forward”, 
default=0; must be whole number 

frequency of payments (optional) 1=annual; 4=quarterly; 12=monthly=default 

COLA 
(optional) post-commencement annual cost of living 
increase %, default=0% 

monthly mortality option (UDD) 

(optional) 0=traditional  
𝑚−1

2𝑚
  method=default; 1=monthly 

qx’s with UDD 

pre-retirement mortality 
(optional) 0=use pre-ret mortality=default; 1=ignore pre-
ret mortality 

 
The effective interest rate function EIRSL has the exact same syntax as PVSL. It returns the single interest 
rate that produces the same present value using multiple rates (i.e. 3 segmented interest rates or a full yield 
curve). 

 

EIRSL(current age, commencement age, interest rate, mortality table, [years certain], [mortality table 

age setback], [frequency of payments], [COLA], [UDD]) 
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2) General present value function for joint life annuities 
 

PVJL(type of annuity, joint percentage, age x, age y, commencement age, interest rate, mortality table x, 
mortality table y, [years certain], [setback x], [setback y], [frequency of payments], [COLA], [UDD]) 

type of annuity 0=joint annuity; 1=contingent; 2=joint & survivor; 3=pop-
up; x=single life for primary annuitant; y=single life for 
joint annuitant 

joint percentage rate e.g. 50% or .5; a value larger than 1 will be divided 
by 100 

age x - current age of primary annuitant current age of primary annuitant (If deferred or if years 
certain, then all ages must be whole numbers) 

age y - current age of joint annuitant current age of joint annuitant 

commencement age - primary annuitant age of primary annuitant at benefit commencement 

interest rate a rate, or 3 segment rates like “1.19/4.53/5.66”, or a 
yield curve; values larger than .25 will be divided by 100 

mortality table x - primary annuitant for primary annuitant (see list of available tables) 

mortality table y - joint annuitant for joint annuitant (see list of available tables) 

years certain (optional) default=0; must be whole number 

mortality table age setback x (optional) a negative number is a "set forward", 
default=0; must be whole number 

mortality table age setback y (optional) for joint annuitant: a negative number is a "set 
forward", default=0; must be whole number 

frequency of payments (optional) 1=annual; 4=quarterly; 12=monthly=default 

COLA (optional) post-commencement annual cost of living 
increase %, default=0% 

monthly mortality option (UDD) (optional) 0=traditional  
𝑚−1

2𝑚
  method=default; 1=monthly 

qx's with UDD 

pre-retirement mortality 
(optional) 0=use pre-ret mortality=default; 1=ignore pre-
ret mortality 

 
3) Present value function for certain-only annuities 

 

PVCO(interest rate, years certain, [frequency of payments], [COLA]) 

interest rate 
a rate, or 3 segment rates like “1.19/4.53/5.66”, or a 
yield curve; values larger than .25 will be divided by 100 

years certain years certain may be fractional number 

frequency of payments 
(optional) 1=annual; 4=quarterly; 12=monthly=default; 
99=continuous 

COLA 
(optional) post-commencement annual cost of living 
increase %, default=0% 

 
4) Life expectancy 

 

LIFEEXPECT(current age, mortality table, [mortality table age setback]) 

Age current age 

mortality table see list of available tables 

mortality table age setback 
(optional) a negative number is a "set forward", 
default=0; must be whole number 
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5) Expected age at death (current age + life expectancy) 
 

EAAD(current age, mortality table, [mortality table age setback]) 

age current age 

mortality table see list of available tables 

mortality table age setback 
(optional) a negative number is a "set forward", 
default=0; must be whole number 

 
6) Probability of death (qx) and probability of survival (px) and survivorship (lx) at age x 

 

Q(current age, mortality table, [mortality table age setback]) 

P(current age, mortality table, [mortality table age setback]) 

L(current age, mortality table, [mortality table age setback]) 

age current age; must be whole number 

mortality table see list of available tables 

mortality table age setback 
(optional) a negative number is a "set forward", 
default=0; must be whole number 

 
7) Probability of survival from one age to another age 

 

PROBSURVIVAL(current age, future age, mortality table, [mortality table age setback]) 

current age current age 

future age future age 

mortality table see list of available tables 

mortality table age setback 
(optional) a negative number is a "set forward", 
default=0; must be whole number 

 
8) Life insurance (single premium for life insurance payable at end of year of death) 

 

LIFEINS(current age, interest rate, mortality table, [term], [increasing], [mortality table age setback], 

[timing]) 

current age current age 

interest rate 
a rate, or 3 segment rates like “1.19/4.53/5.66”, or a 
yield curve; values larger than .25 will be divided by 100 

mortality table see list of available tables 

term (optional) years for which the insurance is in effect 

increasing (optional) TRUE or FALSE 

mortality table age setback 
(optional) a negative number is a "set forward", 
default=0; must be whole number 

timing (optional) 0=mid-year, 1=end of year, default=1 
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9) Present value of “cash refund annuity”. 
 

Definition (based on Chapter 7 of Jordan’s book "Life Contingencies”): A “cash refund annuity” is a life annuity 
with a lump sum death benefit, where the amount of the death benefit is the excess of present value of the 
“cash refund annuity” as of the commencement date, over the sum of annuity payments provided (without 
interest) up to the point of death. 

 

Where: 

G = present value of a cash refund annuity. 
 

 

= present value of a life annuity with monthly payments. 
 

 

= present value of life insurance with a term of n years. 
 

 

= present value of increasing life insurance with a term of n years. 
 

n = G by definition, i.e. the term of the death benefit = the present value of 
the benefit, and is obtained by an iterative process. 

Solving for G we have: 

 

 

CASHREFUNDJ(current age, interest rate, mortality table, [mortality table age setback], [timing]) 

current age current age 

interest rate 
a rate, or 3 segment rates like “1.19/4.53/5.66”, or a 
yield curve; values larger than .25 will be divided by 100 

mortality table see list of available tables 

mortality table age setback 
(optional) a negative number is a "set forward", 
default=0; must be whole number 

timing (optional) 0=mid-year, 1=end of year, default=1 

 

G = äx
(12)

+ (G × Ax:n|̅
1 − (IA)x:n|̅

1 ) 

äx
(12)

 

Ax:n|̅
1  

(IA)x:n|̅
1  

G =
äx

(12)
− (IA)x:n|̅

1

1 − A
x:n|̅
1  
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MORTALITY TABLE-SPECIFIC PRESENT VALUE FUNCTIONS, SIMPLIFIED FOR EASE-OF USE 
 
PVSLtablename and PVJLtablename: simplified functions for specific mortality tables. These functions are very 
easy to implement because they rely on the general functions shown above, but you don’t have to enter a 
mortality table. 
 
10) Present value of a single life annuity using the GATT 2003 mortality table 

 

PVSLGATT2003(current age, commencement age, interest rate, [years certain]) 

current age current age 

commencement age age at benefit commencement 

interest rate 
a rate, or 3 segment rates like “1.19/4.53/5.66”, or a 
yield curve; values larger than .25 will be divided by 100 

years certain (optional) default=0; must be whole number 

 
11) Present value of a single life annuity using the UP84 mortality table 

 

PVSLUP84(current age, commencement age, interest rate, [years certain]) 

current age current age 

commencement age age at benefit commencement 

interest rate 
a rate, or 3 segment rates like “1.19/4.53/5.66”, or a 
yield curve; values larger than .25 will be divided by 100 

years certain (optional) default=0; must be whole number 

 
12) Present value of a single life annuity using the PBGC basis 

 

PVSLPBGC(current age, commencement age, immediate interest rate, deferred rate 1, deferred rate 2, 

deferred rate 3 , [years certain]) 

current age current age 

commencement age age at benefit commencement 

immediate interest rate 
a rate, like “1.19/4.53/5.66”, values larger than .25 will 
be divided by 100 

deferred interest rate - first 7 years  

deferred interest rate - next 8 years  

deferred interest rate – thereafter  

years certain (optional) default=0; must be whole number 

 
13) Present value of a single life annuity using the 1983 GAM mortality table 

 

PVSLGAM83(current age, commencement age, interest rate, sex, [years certain]) 

current age current age 

commencement age age at benefit commencement 

interest rate 
a rate, or 3 segment rates like “1.19/4.53/5.66”, or a 
yield curve; values larger than .25 will be divided by 100 

sex "m" or "f" 

years certain (optional) default=0; must be whole number 
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14) Present value of a joint life annuity using the GATT 2003 mortality table 
 

PVJLGATT2003(type of annuity, joint percentage, age x, age y, commencement age, interest rate) 

type of annuity 

0=joint annuity; 1=joint & survivor; 2=contingent; 3=pop-
up; "x"=single life for primary annuitant; "y"=single life for 
joint annuitant 

joint percentage 
rate e.g. 50% or .5; a value larger than 1 will be divided 
by 100 

age x - current age of primary annuitant 
current age of primary annuitant (If deferred or if years 
cerain, then all ages must be whole numbers) 

age y - current age of joint annuitant current age of joint annuitant 

commencement age - primary annuitant age at benefit commencement 

interest rate 
a rate, or 3 segment rates like “1.19/4.53/5.66”, or a 
yield curve; values larger than .25 will be divided by 100 

 
15) Present value of a joint life annuity using the UP84 mortality table 

 

PVJLUP84(type of annuity, joint percentage, age x, age y, commencement age, interest rate) 

type of annuity 

0=joint annuity; 1=joint & survivor; 2=contingent; 3=pop-
up; "x"=single life for primary annuitant; "y"=single life for 
joint annuitant 

joint percentage 
rate e.g. 50% or .5; a value larger than 1 will be divided 
by 100 

age x - current age of primary annuitant 
current age of primary annuitant (If deferred or if years 
cerain, then all ages must be whole numbers) 

age y - current age of joint annuitant current age of joint annuitant 

commencement age - primary annuitant age at benefit commencement 

interest rate 
a rate, or 3 segment rates like “1.19/4.53/5.66”, or a 
yield curve; values larger than .25 will be divided by 100 

 
16) Present value of a joint life annuity using the 1983 GAM mortality table 

 

PVJLGAM83(type of annuity, joint percentage, age x, age y, commencement age, interest rate, sex x, 

sex y) 

type of annuity 

0=joint annuity; 1=joint & survivor; 2=contingent; 3=pop-
up; "x"=single life for primary annuitant; "y"=single life for 
joint annuitant 

joint percentage 
rate e.g. 50% or .5; a value larger than 1 will be divided 
by 100 

age x - current age of primary annuitant 
current age of primary annuitant (If deferred or if years 
cerain, then all ages must be whole numbers) 

age y - current age of joint annuitant current age of joint annuitant 

commencement age - primary annuitant age at benefit commencement 

interest rate 
a rate, or 3 segment rates like “1.19/4.53/5.66”, or a 
yield curve; values larger than .25 will be divided by 100 

sex x - primary annuitant "m" or "f" 

sex y - joint annuitant "m" or "f" 
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PPA PRESENT VALUE FUNCTIONS: based on “segmented” interest and mortality prescribed by the “Pension 
Protection Act of 2006” for lump sums using §417(e) assumptions effective in 2008, and the static mortality tables to 
be used under §430(h)(3)(a). Note: this calculation can be performed in the “traditional manner” (11/12 method) for 
approximating the value of an annuity paid more frequently than annually with interpolation for fractional ages; or the 
calculation can be performed using the “monthly mortality option, in which monthly qx’s are calculated assuming 
uniform distribution of deaths (“UDD” method) that gained usage with the implementation of segmented interest rates 
under PPA. 
 
17) Present value of a single life annuity using the various PPA mortality tables and segmented interest rates 

 

PVSLPPA(current age, commencement age, i1, i2, i3, calc year, mortality table, [sex], [years certain], 

[frequency of payments], [COLA], [UDD]) 

current age current age 

commencement age age at benefit commencement 

i1 interest rate segment 1 
rate for years 1 through 5, e.g. 5% or .05 or 5; values 
larger than .25 will be divided by 100 

i2 interest rate segment 2 rate for years 6 through 20 

i3 interest rate segment 3 rate for years 21+ 

calculation year not before 2008 

type of PPA mortality table 
"ann" (annuitant), "non" (nonannuitant), "com" or "small" 
(combined or small), "app" (applicable) 

Sex 
(optional) "m" or "f" (not used if type of PPA mortality 
table is "applicable" as this is a unisex table) 

years certain (optional) default=0; must be whole number 

frequency of payments (optional) 1=annual; 4=quarterly; 12=monthly=default 

COLA 
(optional) post-commencement annual cost of living 
increase %, default=0% 

monthly mortality option (UDD) 
(optional) 0=traditional 11/24 method=default; 1=monthly 
qx's with UDD 
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18) Present value of a joint life annuity using the various PPA mortality tables and segmented interest rates 
 

PVJLPPA(type of annuity, joint percentage, age x, age y, commencement age, i1, i2, i3, calc year, 
mortality table, [sex x] ,[sex y], [years certain], [frequency of payments], [COLA], [UDD]) 

type of annuity 

0=joint annuity; 1=joint & survivor; 2=contingent; 3=pop-
up; "x"=single life for primary annuitant; "y"=single life for 
joint annuitant 

joint percentage 
rate e.g. 50% or .05 or 5; values larger than 1 will be 
divided by 100 

age x - current age of primary annuitant 
current age of primary annuitant (If deferred or if years 
certain, then all ages must be whole numbers) 

age y - current age of joint annuitant current age of joint annuitant 

commencement age - primary annuitant age at benefit commencement 

i1 interest rate segment 1 
rate for years 1 through 5, e.g. 5% or .05; values larger 
than .25 will be divided by 100 

i2 interest rate segment 2 rate for years 6 through 20 

i3 interest rate segment 3 rate for years 21+ 

calculation year not before 2008 

type of PPA mortality table 
"ann" (annuitant), "non" (nonannuitant), "com" or "small" 
(combined or small), "app" (applicable) 

sex x 

(optional) for primary annuitant "m" or "f" (not used if 
type of PPA mortality table is "applicable" as this is a 
unisex table) 

sex y (optional) for joint annuitant  

years certain (optional) default=0; must be whole number 

frequency of payments (optional) 1=annual; 4=quarterly; 12=monthly=default 

COLA 
(optional) post-commencement annual cost of living 
increase %, default=0% 

monthly mortality option (UDD) 
(optional) 0=traditional 11/24 method=default; 1=monthly 
qx's with UDD 

19) Probability of death (qx) and probability of survival (px) and survivorship (lx) at age x using the various 
PPA mortality tables 

 

QPPA(current age, calc year, mortality table, [sex]) 

PPPA(current age, calc year, mortality table, [sex]) 

LPPA(current age, calc year, mortality table, [sex]) 

age current age; must be whole number 

calculation year not before 2008 

type of PPA mortality table 
"ann" (annuitant), "non" (nonannuitant), "com" or "small" 
(combined or small), "app" (applicable) 

sex 
(optional) "m" or "f" (not used if type of PPA mortality 
table is "applicable" as this is a unisex table) 
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20) Life expectancy using the various PPA mortality tables 
 

LIFEEXPECTPPA(current age, calc year, mortality table, [sex]) 

age current age; must be whole number 

calculation year not before 2008 

type of PPA mortality table 
"ann" (annuitant), "non" (nonannuitant), "com" or "small" 
(combined or small), "app" (applicable) 

sex 
(optional) "m" or "f" (not used if type of PPA mortality 
table is "applicable" as this is a unisex table) 

 
21) Expected age at death using the various PPA mortality tables (current age + life expectancy) 

 

EAADPPA(current age, calc year, mortality table, [sex]) 

age current age; must be whole number 

calculation year not before 2008 

type of PPA mortality table 
"ann" (annuitant), "non" (nonannuitant), "com" or "small" 
(combined or small), "app" (applicable) 

Sex 
(optional) "m" or "f" (not used if type of PPA mortality 
table is "applicable" as this is a unisex table) 

 
22) Probability of survival using the various PPA mortality tables 

 

PROBSURVIVALPPA(current age, future age, calc year, mortality table, [sex]) 

current age current age 

future age future age 

calculation year not before 2008 

  

type of PPA mortality table 
"ann" (annuitant), "non" (nonannuitant), "com" or "small" 
(combined or small), "app" (applicable) 

sex 
(optional) "m" or "f" (not used if type of PPA mortality 
table is "applicable" as this is a unisex table) 

 
23) Present value function for certain-only annuities using PPA segmented interest rates 

 

PVCOPPA(i1, i2, i3, years certain, [frequency of payments], [COLA]) 

i1 interest rate segment 1 
rate for years 1 through 5, e.g. 5% or .05 or 5; values 
larger than .25 will be divided by 100 

i2 interest rate segment 2 rate for years 6 through 20 

i3 interest rate segment 3 rate for years 21+ 

years certain years certain may be fractional number 

frequency of payments 
(optional) 1=annual; 4=quarterly; 12=monthly=default; 
99=continuous 

COLA 
(optional) post-commencement annual cost of living 
increase %, default=0% 
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24) Life insurance (single premium for life insurance payable at end of year of death) using the various PPA 
mortality tables and segmented interest rates 
 

LIFEINSPPA(current age, i1,i2, i3, calc year, mortality table, [sex], [term], [increasing], [timing]) 

current age current age 

i1 interest rate segment 1 
rate for years 1 through 5, e.g. 5% or .05 or 5; values 
larger than .25 will be divided by 100 

i2 interest rate segment 2 rate for years 6 through 20 

i3 interest rate segment 3 rate for years 21+ 

calculation year not before 2008 

type of PPA mortality table 
"ann" (annuitant), "non" (nonannuitant), "com" or "small" 
(combined or small), "app" (applicable) 

sex 
(optional) "m" or "f" (not used if type of PPA mortality 
table is "applicable" as this is a unisex table) 

term (optional) years for which the insurance is in effect 

increasing (optional) TRUE or FALSE 

timing (optional) 0=mid-year, 1=end of year, default=1 

 
25) Present value of a “cash refund annuity” (see definition of “cash refund annuity” above) using the various 

PPA mortality tables and segmented interest rates 
 

CASHREFUNDPPA(current age, i1, i2, i3, calc year, mortality table, [sex]) 

current age current age 

i1 interest rate segment 1 
rate for years 1 through 5, e.g. 5% or .05 or 5; values 
larger than .25 will be divided by 100 

i2 interest rate segment 2 rate for years 6 through 20 

i3 interest rate segment 3 rate for years 21+ 

calculation year not before 2008 

type of PPA mortality table 
"ann" (annuitant), "non" (nonannuitant), "com" or "small" 
(combined or small), "app" (applicable) 

Sex 
"m" or "f" (not used if type of PPA mortality table is 
"applicable" as this is a unisex table) 
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Mortality Tables 
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417(e)(3) APPLICABLE MORTALITY TABLES 
 

Applicable Mortality Table under 417(e)(3) for lump sum distributions 

Table Name Descriptor 

LS1995 

LS1996 

LS1997 

LS1998 

LS1999 

LS2000 

LS2001 

LS2002 

For lump sum distributions 1995 – 2002 (same as GATT1995 and GAM83U) 

Revenue Ruling 95-6 

LS2003 

LS2004 

LS2005 

LS2006 

LS2007 

For lump sum distributions 2003 – 2007 (same as GATT2003 and GAR94U) 

Revenue Ruling 2001-62 

LS2008 
For lump sum distributions 2008 (same as PPA2008) 

Revenue Ruling 2007-67 

LS2009 

LS2010 

LS2011 

LS2012 

LS2013 

For lump sum distributions 2009 – 2013 
Internal Revenue Bulletin 2008-42 

LS2014 

LS2015 

For lump sum distributions in 2014 – 2015 

Internal Revenue Bulletin 2013-32 

 
MORTALITY TABLES 

 

Table Name Descriptor 

ZERO No mortality: qx = 0 for all ages, except q120 = 1 

56RRB 1956 RRB Ultimate Disabled 

58CSO 1958 Commissioner's Stan. Ordinary 

60GLPF 1960 Group Life Proxy (female) 

60GLPM 1960 Group Life Proxy (male) 

64CDT 1964 Commissioner's Disabled 

65RRB 1965 RRB Ultimate Disabled 

GAM51F 1951 Group Annuity Table (female) 

GAM51M 1951 Group Annuity Table  (male) 

GAM71F 1971 Group Annuity Mortality (female) 

GAM71M 1971 Group Annuity Mortality (male) 

IAM71F 1971 Individual Annuity Mortality (female) 

IAM71M 1971 Individual Annuity Mortality (male) 

TPFC71 1971 TPF&C Forecast Mortality 

80RRB 1980 RRB Disabled Lives Ultimate 

GAM83F 1983 Group Annuity Mortality (female) 

GAM83M 1983 Group Annuity Mortality (male) 

GAM83U 1983 Group Annuity Mortality (unisex) for lump sums 1995-2002 (aka GATT1995) 

http://www.unclefed.com/Tax-News/1994/Nr94-121.html
http://benefitslink.com/src/irs/revrul2001-62.html#.U1FnwpVOV9A
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/rr-07-67.pdf
http://www.irs.gov/irb/2008-42_IRB/ar09.html
http://www.irs.gov/irb/2013-32_IRB/ar07.html
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Table Name Descriptor 

IAM83F 1983 Individual Annuity Mortality (female) 

IAM83M 1983 Individual Annuity Mortality (male) 

83AF 1983 Table-a Mortality (female) 

83AM 1983 Table-a Mortality (male) 

UP84 1984 Unisex Pension Mortality 

UP84F UP84F is UP84 with 4 year set back 

UP84M UP84M is UP84 with 1 year set forward 

UP84~ 1984 Unisex Pension Mortality (old bad table) 

GAM94F 1994 Group Annuity Mortality Static Female 

GAM94M 1994 Group Annuity Mortality Static Male 

GAR94F 1994 Group Annuity Reserving Table (generational mortality) (female) 

GAR94M 1994 Group Annuity Reserving Table (generational mortality) (male) 

GAR94U 
1994 GAR projected to 2002, unisex, for lumps sums 2003 – 2007 (same as GATT2003 
and LS1994) 

UP94F 1994 Uninsured Pensioner Mortality (GAM94 Basic) (female) 

UP94M 1994 Uninsured Pensioner Mortality (GAM94 Basic) (male) 

UP94GF 1994 Uninsured Pensioner Mortality (generational mortality) (female) 

UP94GM 1994 Uninsured Pensioner Mortality (generational mortality) (male) 

GATT1995 1995 IRS Mandated Lump Sum Mortality (same as LS1995, … , LS2002) 

GATT2003 2003 IRS Mandated Lump Sum Mortality (same as LS2003, … LS2007) 

PPA2008 2008 PPA Mortality Table Rev. Rul. 2007-67 (same as LS2008) 

A2000F Annuity 2000 (female) 

A2000M Annuity 2000 (male) 

A49F Annuity Table for 1949 (female) 

A49M Annuity Table for 1949 (male) 

CALPERSFR2007F CALPERS Fire 2007 Ret (female) 

CALPERSFR2007M CALPERS Fire 2007 Ret (male) 

FARGOFIREF Fargo Fire (female) 

FARGOFIREM Fargo Fire (male) 

IRSDIS1F IRS disabled female (disabled before 1995 plan year) 

IRSDIS1M IRS disabled male (disabled before 1995 plan year) 

IRSDIS2F IRS disabled female (Social Security disabled after 1994 plan year) 

IRSDIS2M IRS disabled male (Social Security disabled after 1994 plan year) 

PBGCDNF PBGC Mortality for Disabled Females Not Receiving Social Security Benefits 

PBGCDRF PBGC Mortality for Disabled Females Receiving Social Security Benefits 

PBGCDNM PBGC Mortality for Disabled Males Not Receiving Social Security Benefits 

PBGCDRM PBGC Mortality for Disabled Males Receiving Social Security Benefits 

PBGCF PBGC Mortality for Healthy Females 

PBGCM PBGC Mortality for Healthy Males 

USL69-71 Table 1 of U. S. Life Tables: 1969-71 

USLIFE2000F US Life 2000 (female) 

USLIFE2000M US Life 2000 (male) 

PET76F Wyatt 1976 PET (female) 

PET76M Wyatt 1976 PET (male) 

PET86F Wyatt 1986 PET (female) 

PET86M Wyatt 1986 PET (male) 

PAMF Wyatt Projected Annuity Mortality (female) 

PAMM Wyatt Projected Annuity Mortality (male) 
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RP-2000 MORTALITY TABLES 

 

A table can have generational mortality improvement with Scale AA by using “g” in the name, e.g.  
“RP2000G-CM” in the name instead of “RP2000-CM”. 
 
A table can have generational mortality improvement with Scale BB by adding /BB to the end of the table name, 
e.g. “RP2000G-CM/BB”. 
 
A table can have generational mortality improvement with Scale BB-2D (2-dimensional) by adding /BB2D to the 
end of the table name, e.g. “RP2000G-CM/BB2D”. 

RP2000-CF RP 2000 Combined Healthy (female) 

RP2000-CM RP 2000 Combined Healthy (male) 

RP2000-CBF RP 2000 Combined Healthy Blue Collar (female) 

RP2000-CBM RP 2000 Combined Healthy Blue Collar (male) 

RP2000-CWF RP 2000 Combined Healthy White Collar (female) 

RP2000-CWM RP 2000 Combined Healthy White Collar (male) 

RP2000-DRF RP 2000 Disabled Retiree (female) 

RP2000-DRM RP 2000 Disabled Retiree (male) 

RP2000-EF RP 2000 Employee (female) 

RP2000-EM RP 2000 Employee (male) 

RP2000-EBF RP 2000 Employee Blue Collar (female) 

RP2000-EBM RP 2000 Employee Blue Collar (male) 

RP2000-EWF RP 2000 Employee White Collar (female) 

RP2000-EWM RP 2000 Employee White Collar (male) 

RP2000-RF RP 2000 Healthy Annuitant (female) 

RP2000-RM RP 2000 Healthy Annuitant (male) 

RP2000-RBF RP 2000 Healthy Annuitant Blue Collar (female) 

RP2000-RBM RP 2000 Healthy Annuitant Blue Collar (male) 

RP2000-RWF RP 2000 Healthy Annuitant White Collar (female) 

RP2000-RWM RP 2000 Healthy Annuitant White Collar (male) 

RP2000-CHWM RP 2000 Combined Healthy with White Collar Adjustment (male) 

RP2000-CHWF RP 2000 Combined Healthy with White Collar Adjustment (female) 

RP2000-CHBM RP 2000 Combined Healthy with Blue Collar Adjustment (male) 

RP2000-CHBF RP 2000 Combined Healthy with Blue Collar Adjustment (female) 
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RP-2014 MORTALITY TABLES 

 

A table can have generational mortality improvement with Scale MP-2014 by using “RP2014G” in the name 
instead of “RP2014” (this is a 2-dimensional gender specific mortality improvement expressed as a function of 
both age and calendar year). 
 
Combined Tables: “Employee” and “Health Annuitant” tables can be combined at a single retirement age by 
appending “-Cage” to the table name. In addition, a user-defined table can be used (detailed instructions are 
provided), allowing the user to create an employee/annuitant table as needed. 
 
Append “@year” to end of table name to project the table to a specific year 
 
Example “RP2014G-C62-M @2014” = RP2014 mortality for males, generational@ 2014, employee rates up to 
age 61, healthy annuitant rates thereafter. Projection using MP-2014 is implied: to use AA, BB, or BB2D you 
would append /AA or /BB or /BB2D to the end of the table name. 

Male 

Combined  
(for example at 

retirement age 62) 

RP2014-E-M RP 2014 Total Dataset Employee (male) age 18-80 
RP2014-C62-M 

RP2014-HA-M RP 2014 Total Dataset Healthy Annuitant (male) age 50+ 

RP2014-DR-M RP 2014 Total Dataset Disabled Retiree (male) age 18+  

RP2014-BC-E-M RP 2014 Blue Collar Employee (male) age 18-80 
RP2014-BC-C62-M 

RP2014-BC-HA-M RP 2014 Blue Collar Healthy Annuitant (male) age 50+ 

RP2014-WC-E-M RP 2014 White Collar Employee (male) age 18-80 
RP2014-WC-C62-M 

RP2014-WC-HA-M RP 2014 White Collar Healthy Annuitant (male) age 50+ 

RP2014-Bot-E-M RP 2014 Bottom Quartile Employee (male) age 18-80 
RP2014-Bot-C62-M 

RP2014-Bot-HA-M RP 2014 Bottom Quartile Healthy Annuitant (male) age 50+ 

RP2014-Top-E-M RP 2014 Top Quartile Employee (male) age 18-80 
RP2014-Top-C62-M 

RP2014-Top-HA-M RP 2014 Top Quartile Healthy Annuitant (male) age 50+ 

Female 

 

RP2014-E-F RP 2014 Total Dataset Employee (female) age 18-80 
RP2014-C62-F 

RP2014-HA-F RP 2014 Total Dataset Healthy Annuitant (female) age 50+ 

RP2014-DR-F RP 2014 Total Dataset Disabled Retiree (female) age 18+  

RP2014-BC-E-F RP 2014 Blue Collar Employee (female) age 18-80 
RP2014-BC-C62-F 

RP2014-BC-HA-F RP 2014 Blue Collar Healthy Annuitant (female) age 50+ 

RP2014-WC-E-F RP 2014 White Collar Employee (female) age 18-80 
RP2014-WC-C62-F 

RP2014-WC-HA-F RP 2014 White Collar Healthy Annuitant (female) age 50+ 

RP2014-Bot-E-F RP 2014 Bottom Quartile Employee (female) age 18-80 
RP2014-Bot-C62-F 

RP2014-Bot-HA-F RP 2014 Bottom Quartile Healthy Annuitant (female) age 50+ 

RP2014-Top-E-F RP 2014 Top Quartile Employee (female) age 18-80 
RP2014-Top-C62-F 

RP2014-Top-HA-F RP 2014 Top Quartile Healthy Annuitant (female) age 50+ 
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USER-DEFINED MORTALITY TABLES 

 
1. A user-defined table may be used, allowing you to project/blend/combine tables as desired. Create your q's, 

and make a "named range" containing the only q's, starting at age 0 and ending at the table’s ending age with 
q=1, but not more than age 120. The named range should include only the q's, in one column. 

 
Note: If you want to use the MP-2014 projection scale with your user-defined table, you should follow the RP-
2014 naming convention: start with "RP2014_" (or "RP2014G_” for generational projection) and end with "_M" 
or "_F" (for male or female). You must use underscore "_" instead of hyphen "-" because Excel does not allow 
hyphen "-" to be used in a range name. 

 
A sample worksheet is available in Excel’s menu for EAC PV Tools in “RP-2014 Create a Combined Table”. 

 
2. The user may create a table that is saved in a text file. A worksheet tool to do this is available here. A sample 

text file is available here. 

http://endresactuarial.com/uploads/3/2/3/0/3230178/build_a_custom_table.xlsm
http://endresactuarial.com/uploads/3/2/3/0/3230178/rp2014_comb_m.q
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STATIC MORTALITY TABLE PROJECTION 
 
A mortality table can be projected to a specific year on a static basis using a projection scale. This is done by 
appending the table name with the “@” sign, followed by the year, followed by a “/”, followed by the scale name.  
 
When projecting GAM94, UP94, or RP2000, the scale name can be omitted because scale AA is implied. 
 
When projecting RP2014, the scale name can be omitted because scale MP2014 is implied. 
 
Examples: 

 1951 GAM Table (male), projected to 1970 by scale C is “gam51m@1970/c”. 

 UP94 Mortality Table (male) projected to 2004 with scale AA is “UP94M@2004” (or “UP94M@2004/aa”). 

 RP-2000 Combined Active/Retiree Healthy Table (male), projected to 2012 with scale AA is 
“rp2000-cm@2012” (or “rp2000-cm@2012/aa). 

 RP-2000 Combined Active/Retiree Healthy Table (male), projected to 2012 with scale BB is 
“rp2000-cm@2012/bb. 

 
If the mortality table indicates a gender-specific table, then the appropriate gender-specific projection scale will be 
used automatically. 
 
The following projection scales are available: 
 

Projection Scale Gender Descriptor 

A, B unisex 
Transactions of Society of Actuaries Volume I, page 416-
424 for Annuity Table for 1949 

B, C unisex 
Transactions of Society of Actuaries Volume IV, page 
262-265 for Group Annuity Table for 1951 

A, B, BMOD, C unisex 
Transactions of Society of Actuaries Volume XXIII, page 
523-526 for the 1971 Individual Annuity Mortality Table, 
and page 574-577 for the 1971 Group Annuity Mortality 
Table 

D male and female 

E male and female 

H male and female 
Transactions of Society of Actuaries Volume XXXV, page 
881-883 for the 1983 Group Annuity Mortality Table 

AA male and female 

Transactions of Society of Actuaries 1995 Vol. 47, for the 
1994 Group Annuity Reserving Table 

Society of Actuaries. “The RP-2000 Mortality Tables”. 
Table 7-3 

BB male and female 
Society of Actuaries, Mortality Improvement, Scale BB 
Report, September 2012 
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GENERATIONAL MORTALITY TABLE PROJECTION 
 
RP2000 and RP2014 mortality tables can be projected to a specific year on a static basis using a projection scale. 
This is done by appending the table name with the “@” sign, followed by the year, followed by a “/”, followed by 
the scale name.  
 
RP-2014 tables: 
 

These mortality tables can be projected with full generational mortality improvement using Scale MP-2014 
by appending “G” to the mortality table name. For example, “RP2014G-E-M@2014”. (See Society of 
Actuaries “Mortality Improvement Scale MP-2014”.) 

 
RP-2000 tables and UP94: 
 

These mortality tables can be projected with full generational mortality improvement using Scale AA by 
appending “G” to the mortality table name. For example, “RP2000G-CM” or “UP94GM”.  
 
To project using Scale BB, append “GB” to the mortality table name. For example, “RP2000G-CM/BB” or 
“UP94GM/BB”. 
 
To project using Scale BB with the full set of two-dimensional rates, append “/BB2D” to the mortality table 
name. For example, “RP2000G-CM/BB2D”. (See Society of Actuaries “Mortality Improvement Scale BB 
Q&A”.) 

 
GAR94: 
 

1994 Group Annuity Reserving Table (GAR94M or GAR94F) uses generational mortality improvement 
using Scale AA by definition; hence there is no option to use “G” for these tables. SOA: “The GAR94 table 
is equivalent to the GAM94 Static table with full generational projection using Scale AA.” 
 
I have seen many practitioners user the name “1994GAR” to refer to the 417(e)(3) applicable mortality 
table effective in 2003 defined in  IRS Revenue Ruling 2001-62: This table is “based upon a blend of 50 
percent of the unloaded male mortality rates and 50 percent of the unloaded female mortality rates 
underlying the mortality rates in 94 GAR, projected to 2002. I refer to this table as “GATT2003” or 
“LS2003”. 
 

The following generational projection scales are available: 
 

Projection Scale Gender Descriptor 

AA male and female 

Transactions of Society of Actuaries 1995 Vol. 47, for the 
1994 Group Annuity Reserving Table 

Society of Actuaries. “The RP-2000 Mortality Tables”. 
Table 7-3 

BB male and female 
Society of Actuaries, Mortality Improvement, Scale BB 
Report, September 2012 

BB2D male and female 
Society of Actuaries, Questions and Answers Regarding 
Mortality Improvement Scale BB 

MP2014 male and female Mortality Improvement Scale MP-2014 

 

https://www.soa.org/Research/Experience-Study/Pension/research-2014-mp.aspx
https://www.soa.org/Research/Experience-Study/Pension/research-2014-mp.aspx
http://www.soa.org/research/experience-study/pension/research-mortality-improve-bb.aspx
http://www.soa.org/research/experience-study/pension/research-mortality-improve-bb.aspx
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/rr-07-67.pdf
https://www.soa.org/Files/Research/Exp-Study/research-mortality-improve-bb-draft-ques.pdf
https://www.soa.org/Files/Research/Exp-Study/research-mortality-improve-bb-draft-ques.pdf
https://www.soa.org/Research/Experience-Study/Pension/research-2014-mp.aspx

